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ABSTRACT

Every affine superalgebra with a symmetrizable Cartan matrix is closely related to an

ordinary affine algebra with the same Cartan matrix. It is shown that the quantum supergroup

associated with the former is essentially isomorphic to the quantum group associated with the latter

in an appropriate class of representations. At the classical level, each integrable irreducible highest

weight representation of the affine superalgebra has a corresponding irreducible representation of

the affine algebra, which has the same weight space decomposition.
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1 Introduction
It has long been known that the Lie superalgebra <wp(l/2n) and the Lie algebra
so{2n + 1) have many properties in common [1]: there exists a one to one corre-
spondence between the finite dimensional representations of the former and the non
- spinorial representations of the latter; and the Clebsch - Gordan decompositions of
tensor products of representations with respect to the two algebras are also the same.
These properties, being rather mysterious from the view point of the theory of Lie
algebras and superalgebras, however, can be explained quite naturally by studying the
associated quantum group and supergroup. In fact we have shown in an earlier publi-
cation [2] that the quantum supergroup Uq(osp{l(2n)) is isomorphic to the quantum
group Ut(so{2n + 1)) with t equal to — q when the latter is restricted to the non - spino-
rial representations. This isomorphism enabled us to classify all the finite dimensional
representations of U^(osp(l/2n)), and also to prove their complete reducibility. In this
paper, we will present similar isomorphisms between the quantized affine superalgebras
with symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrices and certain ordinary quantum affine
algebras.

The simple affine superalgebras with symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrices [3]
have been systematically classified, and it is known that they consist of the following
four series

fi(1)(0,n), Aw(0,2n + 1), C(2)(n + 1), A(4){0,2n), n > 1.

Their representation theory is very well developed. In particular, the formal character
for any integrable irreducible highest weight representation has been obtained by Kac
[3]. By analysing Kac' character formula, we will show that corresponding to each
integrable highest weight representation of any affine superalgebra in the following
pairs,

) ~ 4 i \ n > 2,

, 2 n - l ) ~ BW, n > 3 ,
A(2)(fJ,3) *, ($\

) ~ ^i+n " > 2,

C{2)(2) ~ A\l\

) ~ 0$i. " > 2,

) ~ 411, (i)

there exists a unique integrahle highest weight representation of the ordinary affine
algebra appearing in the same pair, which has the same weight space decomposition.

Like in the case of so(2n+ 1) and osp(l/2n), this correspondence between represen-
tations of affine algebras and superalgebras also stems from connections between the
associated quantum groups and supergroups. In fact, when these quantum groups and
supergroups are restricted to the representations such that the simple Cartan elements
are diagonal and take integer eigenvalues(see Theorem 2 for details), there exist the
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following isomorphisms,

n>2;

(2)

where
t=-q.

However, the series of quantum supergroups £/,(A(4)(0.2n)) somehow turn out to be
different, and it seems impossible to transform them into ordinary quantum groups.
This fact will be discussed more carefully in section 3, where some technical explana-
tions will also be given.

2 Representations of affine superalgebras
In this section we consider the connection between integrable representations of the
affine algebra and superalgebra appearing in any pair of (1). To specify our notation,
let us first give some definitions.

Given an (re + 1) x (« + 1) matrix A = (o;j)™j_0 with elements in Z and satisfying

a,-, = 2 , Vi ,

«0 < 0, if i? j .

atJ = 0, iff a,, = 0,

a,, e 22, if i € r,

where r is a subset of the index set / = {0, l , . . . , n} , we introduce a Lie (super)algebra
g{A,r) associated with the pair (A,T), which is generated by e;,/,-,fei,i G / , subject
to the following relations

(3)

where

with the grading defined by

adTy= [x,y},

degh, = 0 , Vi,

dege, = e/ej/j = 0, Vi ^ r,

/, = 1, Vi € T.

Clearly, if r is empty, we obtain an ordinary Lie algebra, while a nonempty r leads to
a Lie superalgebra. We list all such Lie superalgebras of growth 0 and 1 on the left
sides of Table 1 and Tables 2, 3 respectively, where the ordinary Lie algebras on the
right sides of these tables are those forming the pairs of (1) with the Lie superalgebras.

Tables 1, 2 and 3.

In the above tables, a diagram representing g(A,r) has n nodes if it is in Tabie 1,
and n + 1 nodes if in Table 2 or 3. The t-th node is white if i £ r and black if i G T.
The i-th and j - th nodes are connected by max(\a,}\, |a,,|) lines; if |o,j| > \a},\, then
these lines are endowed with an arrow pointing towards the i-th node. The numerical
marks for a diagram in Table 2 or 3 will be denoted by a,, i = 0,1, . . . . n, which satisfy
the equation E"=o ai}aj = 0. For the sake of being specific, we will always take the
first node from ieft of any diagram as the 0-th otie.

It is worth observing at this stage that if the black nodes are replaced by white ones,
then the two diagrams in each row of any table will be identical, i.e., the correspondinng
Lie algebra and superalgebra have the same Cartan matrix, althought different r sets.
Therefore, it is not surprising that these algebras are closely related. In fact we have
shown in ref. [2] that the quantum group and supergroup associated with Table 1 are
essentially identical. The purpose of this paper is to find out the relationship between
the affine algebras and superalgebras in Tables 2 and 3, and also that between the
associated quantum groups and supergroups.

To a (super)algebra <?(A,T) from Tables 2 and 3, we append an extra element d

satisfying the relations

M = 0, Vt,
degd = 0.

(And we still use the same notation g(A,T) to denote the resultant (super)algebra.)
Let H = {d, k,, i — 0,1, - • - , " } , and call it the Cartan subalgebra of g(A, r ) . Let H' be
the dual vector space of H and define a basis ^Ao,Qi,j = 0, l , . . . ,n} for it such that

Ao(Ai) = *,o, A0(rf) = 0.

A bilinear form can be set up on g(A, r) in the standard way[3], which in turn induces
a nondegenerate bilinear form on H", satisfying

,.. .x - a ' j ' -fcr̂ i =*«, (A0IA0) = O.

Introduce p € H" such that

Also define

A^ra . fQ, ,^ )^ , / !



Then it is clear that CA' is the center of g(A,r), and k0 can be expressed in terms of
K as

2 A nln- n \
ha = ; r K ~

Corresponding to each simpie root Qj, I = 0,1,...,n, we introduce the the map
cr, : / /*-+ i/* such that

Then the <r,'s generate the Weyl group of g(A,r), which we denote by W.
Let VT(A) be an irreducible highest weight g(A, r) - module with the highest weight

A£/f" being integral dominant in the sense that

A(k,) € Z+, Vi € /,

(*)

An important result due to Kac[3] states that the formal character of VT(A) can be
expressed as

ChVr{\) =

with AQ (0) being the set of the positive roots of g(A, 0) (which are all even).
Our earlier dicussions imply that £T and Lj should be equal. To see that this is

indeed the case, we note that every odd root a of g(A, T) is real, and 2a is also a root
which is even. Therefore we may express LT as

Lr=e> n ( ! -o n f1-^)-

But from references [3] and [4] we can easily see that Aj(0) = (Aj(r) \
2AJ-(T))U Af (r), hence LT = L,.

Before closing this section, we wish to point out that the converse of Theorem 1 is
not true, as an integral dominant weight of g{A,%) is not necessarily integral dominant
for g{A, r) when r ^ 0.

3 Connections between quantized affine algebras
and super algebras

Let g(A^ T) be any affine superalgebra from Table 2 or 3 with the generalized Cartan
matrix A and a nonempty T. Let a,, j = 0,1, ...,n be its simple roots, and (.,.) be
the invariant bilinear form on H" as defined in section 2 and normalized according to

Let g(A,r) be an affine superalgebra with nonempty T from Table 2 or 3, and let
g{A, 0) be the ordinary affine algebra appearing in the same row of the Table. It is
clear that g(A,$) has the same H, H' and W as g{A, T). Also, given any A G H~,
if it is integral dominant for g{A, T), SO also is it for g(A,$). Hence the integrable
irreducible highest weight g[A, 0) - module Vg(A) has an identical formal character as
that of the g{A, r) - module Vr(A). Therefore we conclude that

Theorem 1 Given any integrable irreducible highest weight module VT(A) of the affine
superatgebra g(A,r) from Table 2 or 3, there exists a unique module VJi(A) of the
ordinary affine algebra g(A,t$), which has exactly the same weight space decomposition

Now we may wonder what role the odd roots of the affine superalgebra play. For
the sake of concreteness, we look at the denominator in the character formula. For the
affine superalgebra g(A, r), we have[3]

ir=e" n a-o/ n (i+o.

where AQ"(T) is the set of all the even positive roots of g(A,r), and Aj"(r) is the set
of all the odd positive roots. The multiplicities of the roots should also be taken into
account in the formula.

On the other hand, for the affine algebra g(A, 0),

Then for all the simple roots, we have either (a,, Q;) = 1,2 or 4. We define the quantum
supergroup U,(g(A, r)) to be the algebra generated by {e;, /,, hi, i = 0,1,..., n) subject
to the following relations

(5)vfi = 0,

where [l,J/} is still defined as before, but

AdClx = e,i - (-l)dc9C'd'SIq

with the grading

= f,y - ( - l J ^

degh, = 0, Vi,
dege, = degfi =0 , Vi ̂  r,
degt, = degfi = I, Vi £ r.

In (5), 8, = 1 if (Q,,Q,) = 1, or 2, and 0,- = 2 if (Q,,Q,) = 4. Also 0 ft q € C, and we

will assume that q is generic, i.e., not a root of unity.
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In a similar way, we define an ordinary quantum group Ut{g(A, 0)) associated with
the affine algebra g(A, 0) as generated by {Ei, Ft1 tfn ? = 0,1,..., n} with the relations

(6)

with

.y = Fiy-rli'ytH-Fi,

where 0 / f £ C is generic.

Now we claim that

Theorem 2 Restricting the quantum supergroup [/,(j(A, r)) , r / 0, aW Me quantum
group Ut[g[A,<i)) to such representations that ht, i — 0,1,.. . ,n and //_,, j = 0,1, . . . ,n
art diagonal and take integer eigenvalues, we have the following isomorphism

U,{g(A,T))~U,{g{A.9)),

ift = —q and g(A,r) is in Table 2.

We prove the theorem by explicitly constructing the isomorphisms for all the cases, let
us first consider
Uq(B^{0,n)) :
Define

S, = Y.htl i = 0,1 n, 5n + , = 0,
*=;

then the isomorphism U,(B{u(0,n)) -> Ut(A^J) is given by

Fo = (-! , = ft,, Vj (7)

i.e., {Ei,F,,Hih V( G /} satisfy the relations (6) for g{A,<&) = A^ , and t = - 9 . To
see that this is indeed true, we recall that [2] £,-, f,-, #,, i = 1,2, ...,n, satisfy the
defining relations of the quantum group Ut(Bn). Since ( —I)'10 commute with all the
elments of f/,(i?(1)(0,n)), it is obvious that

o, F(] = [£*, FB\ = «,-o
t2 -1-2

Also Eo commutes with £,-, « = 2,3,....«, and Fo with F:, i = 2,3, .,.,n. Therefore we
only need to check the Serre relations between EQ and E^ and those betweeen Fo and
F\. Explicitly writing out the Serre relations involving e0, we have

e,(c0)
2 = 0,

t .lift:* I f -

(Adtl)
3e0 = tei)

3e<, - (q2 + 1 + ^ ^ ( d ) ' ^ ! + (q2 + 1 + <r2)e ie()(ei)
2 - eo(ei)3 = 0,

which give rise to the following relations between Ea and E\,

{Ea)
1El - (t5 + i-J)£o£,£a + ^i(^o)2 = 0,

(EifEo - (t2 + 1 + *-*)(£,)'£„£;! + f*2 + 1 + r^E^iEtf - E0(Eif = 0.

These are precisely the relations needed to define t/((AjK). In exactly the same way
we can also prove that

= 0.

lead to the correct Serre relations between Fo and Fj, namely,

(Fo)2Fi - (t2 + r2)F0F,F0 + FX(FO)7 = 0,

(F,fF0 - {t2 + 1 + r^iF^FoF, + (t2 + 1 + r 2 ) F , F 0 ( F , ) 2 - FpC

The remaining quantum supergroups can be studied in the same way. We will not
present the detailed analysis here, but merely spell out the isomorphsim for each case.

) is given byThe isomorphism (/,(fl(I)(0,1))

Define

= 0,l n,

then the isomorphism £/,(4(2)(0,2n - 1)) -> U,(BW) is given by

(8)

The isomorphism E/,(A<2>(0,3))

j = h,, Vj

is given by

(9)

Define

« = 0,1,2.

;h i = 0,l,...,n, 5 n + 1 = 0 .

then the isomorphism 6',{C2 '(n + 1)) -+ t/ i(Zv/i) is given by

(10)



q ( ( ) )

The isomorphism C/,(C(2)(2)) -» U^A1^) is given by

Fo = ( - I t = 0,1. (12)

All the maps constructed above are algebra isomorphisms, i.e., they preserve the
algebraic structures in all cases. Now we want to show that they are co - algebraic
isomorphisms as well. Each case can be analysed in the same way; therefore, we
consider the the quantum supergroup (/,(B(1'(0,n)) for the sake of concreteness.

Usually we regard (7,(5(1)(0,n)) as a Z2 graded Hopf algebra. Thus U,(B^(0, raj)®
f,(i?'1'(Q, n)) naturally inherets a Zj gradation, and its multiplication is defined by

(a ® b)(c ®d) = (-l)dcsMescac ® bd, Vo, b,c,d £

The standard co - multiplication reads

A(e,) = e,-®^' + 1 ® e,,

i=0 , l , . . . , n .

, n}).

A(ftj) = hi ® 1 + 1 ® /

In terms of £,, F,, #,, it can be expressed as

A(Et) = £, ®t"-(-\)-

i) = F, ® (-l)s- + r w ' 0,

Eo,

A(F0) =

A[Hi) = H, ® Hi, i = 0,l,...,n,

when the conditions of Theorem 2 are met. This is a co - associative co - multiplication
for £/((J4J*') when we regard it as still carrying the gradation of l/q(B^(0,n)).

However, we may ignore the Z2 gradation of f/,(B'''(0, n)); then the multiplication
on £/,(fl(1'(0,n))® £/,(J9(1)(0.n)) is given by

(a® 6){c® d) = ac® bd, Va,b,c,d£

This time a co • associative co - multiplication for U,{B^(0,n)) is given by

/„ 0,

A,-, i = 0, l,...,n.

Under the map (7) this changes to the following familiar co - multiplication for Ut{A2

A(Ei) = Ei ® t"- + 1 ® Ei,

Note that Theorem 2 does not apply to the affine algebras and superalgebras in
Table 3. Although their representations are closely related as shown by Theorem
1, the associated quantum groups and supergroups appear to be genuinely different.
The technical difficulty preventing us from transforming the quantum supergroups to
ordinary quantum groups is that U^(A^(0,2n)), Vn > 1, retains its structures when
q goes to t = —q, i.e.,

Uq(A^(<i,2n))~Ut{A{A\fi,2n)), Vn > 1.

There could be a more direct explanation for this fact, which, however, remains to be
uncovered.

4 Discussions
We studied the connections between the affine superalgebras with symmetrizable gen-
eralized Cartan matrices and those ordinary affine algebras having the same Cartan
matrices and also the relationship between the associated quantum groups and quan-
tum supergroups. At the classical level, we have found that corresponding to each
integerable irreducible highest weight representation of an affine superalgebra in Table
2 or 3, there exists a unique representation of the ordinary affine algebra appearing
in the same row of the table, which has the same weight space decomposition. At
the quantum level, we proved that when restricted to such representations that the
Cartan elements hi, i = 0,1,..., n and Hi, i = 0,1,..., n, are diagonal and take integer
eigenvalues, the quantum group and supergroup associated respectively with the affine
algebra and superalgebra in each row of Table 2 are isomorphic to each other.

Let us now demonstrate that these isomorphisms imply the correpondence between
irreps of the associated affine algebras and superalgebras. Define f/+, U~ to be the
subalgebras of Ull(g{A,T)) generated by e,, i £ /, and fi, i € I respectively, and
U° that generated by hiy i 6 / . Then Uq{g(A.r)) - U~U°U+. Modules over this
quantum supergroup can be constructed in the usual way. Namely, starting from the
one dimensional U®U* module {vA}, A € H', such that

= 0, = (A,a,)(/\ V;,

we construct the Verma module over t/,(p(/l,r))

which contains a maximal proper Uq{g(A,r)) - submodule I(A). Then taking the
quotient

10
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we obtain an irreducible (7,(5(>1,T)) - module, which is uniquely characterized by the
highest weight A £ / / ' .

In order for VT(A) to be integrable, i.e., for the simple generators e,, /,, Va to
be locally nilpotent in this module, it is necessary and sufficient that A is integral
dominant in the usual sense. Now we assume that A satisfies equation (4). It is not
difficult to see that Lusztig's results [5] can be generalized to the present case. Thus
in the limit g going to 1, V̂ -(A) reduces to an irreducible g{A, r) - module VT(A) with
the same weight space decomposition as K-fA) itself.

When g(A,r) belongs to Table 2, we can transform the U,(g(A,r)) - module VT(A)
into an integrable irreducible highest weight Ut(g[A,t)) - module Vj(A) by using one
of the isomorphisms (7) - (12). Applying Lustztig's result again we conclude that when
' ( = ~<?) Soes to 1, Va(A) reduces to an irreducible <?(/!, 0) - module VJI(A), which has
the same weight space decomposition as Ve(A) itself. Now it is obvious that VT(A) and
VJI(A) have the same weight space decomposition.

However, we can not explain the correspondence between irreps of the affine algebras
and superalgebras of Table 3 in the same way, as it appears not possible to construct
isomorphisms between t/,(A<4>(0,2n)) and {/((L^), n > 2, and between t/,(A<4>(0,2))
and Ut(A^}).
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Table 1

Table 2

1 2 2 2

.12], ,
A (0,2n-l)

2 2

(2 )

B

1 2 1

Table 3
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